Causal Dynamical Triangulations (CDT) is a non-perturbative lattice approach to quantum gravity where one assumes space-time foliation into spatial hyper-surfaces of fixed topology. Most of the CDT results were obtained for the spatial topology of the 3-sphere. It was shown that CDT has rich phase structure, including the semiclassical phase consistent with Einstein's general relativity. Some of the phase transitions were found to be second (or higher) order which makes a possibility of taking continuum limit viable. Here we present new results of changing the spatial topology to that of the 3-torus. We argue that the topology change does not change the phase structure nor the order of the phase transitions. Therefore CDT results seem to be universal independent of the topology chosen.
Introduction
Among many possible candidate theories of quantum gravity, Causal Dynamical Triangulations (CDT) is a background independent, non-perturbative approach based on the Feynman's path integral formalism. CDT defines a (formal) path integral of quantum gravity (QG)
by a sum over triangulations T constructed from four-dimensional simplicial building blocks. In CDT one additionally requires that each triangulation T admits a global proper time foliation into spatial hyper-surfaces (slices) of fixed three-dimensional topology. Such triangulations can be constructed by using two types of 4-simplices, called the (4, 1) and the (3, 2) simplex. 1 * Presented at the 6th conference of the Polish Society on Relativity 1 Each 4-simplex has exactly 5 vertices. Due to the imposed proper time foliation each vertex in the triagulation has a uniquely defined (integer) time coordinate t and the numbers (n, m) denote the number of vertices in t and t ± 1, respectively.
(1) 
where N (4, 1) , N (3, 2) and N 0 denote respectively the number of (4, 1)-simplices, (3, 2)-simplices and vertices in a triangulation T . κ 0 , ∆ and κ 4 are three dimensionless bare coupling constants related to the Newton's constant, the cosmological constant and the asymmetry between lengths of space-like and time-like links in the triangulation. The existence of the global foliation means that each triangulation can be analytically continued between the Lorentzian and the Euclidean geometry. In the Euclidean formulation memory of the time direction and foliation is preserved. Wick rotation changes the Lorentzian action into the Euclidean action and the path integral Z CDT becomes a partition function of (triangulated) random geometries which can be studied numerically using Monte Carlo methods. Most of the previous results were obtained for the fixed spatial topology of the 3-sphere and the studied systems were also assumed to be periodic in the (Euclidean) time. In such a case CDT showed rich phase structure (see figure 1 ) including the semiclassical phase C, where one observes dynamical emergence of 4-dimensional background geometry consistent with general relativity [2] and quantum fluctuations of spatial volume are described by Hartle-Hawking minisuperspace action [3, 4] . Another important result was the existence of phase transitions of higher order [5, 6] which makes a possibility of taking continuum limit viable [7, 8] . 
CDT with toroidal spatial topology
Below we present new results obtained for the fixed spatial topology of the 3-torus (and the time periodic boundary conditions), which has been studied recently. In [9, 10] it was shown that in such a case one can observe the analogue of phase C, albeit the quantum fluctuations occur around a different semiclassical background geometry than in the spherical topology. 2 In the toroidal case the quantum fluctuations of spatial volume are again well described by the minisuperspace action, and one can also observe a quantum correction in the effective potential, which could not be measured in the spherical CDT.
By analyzing the behaviour of four order parameters in various points on the toroidal CDT phase diagram one can as well observe the analogues of all other phases discovered in the spherical CDT [11] . One can also measure precisely the position and order of the phase transitions. The phase diagram in figure 1 shows that the toroidal CDT phase transitions are only slightly shifted versus the spherical CDT case which most likely results from different finite size effects in these topologies. 3 As an additional bonus, in the toroidal case one was able to perform precise numerical simulations in the most interesting region of the parameter space where the phases meet, which was not possible in the spherical CDT. The measurements showed that instead of the conjectured "quadruple" point, where all four phases were supposed to meet, one observes two separate "triple" points, where three phases meet. In between the two "triple" points one can also measure the direct C − B phase transition, which was shown to be first order [12] , albeit with some untypical properties suggesting that the end points can be higher order.
The recent studies of the toroidal CDT confirmed that the A − C transition is first order [13] and that the B − C b transition is second (or higher) order, exactly as it was observed in the spherical topology. For the C − C b transition, which was shown to be second (or higher) order in the spherical case, in the toroidal CDT one observes strong hysteresis, suggesting that the order of the transition might have changed. So far, due to the hysteresis, the numerical algorithms used do not allow us to make precise finite size scaling analysis of that transition so one can neither prove or disprove this hypothesis. The order of measured phase transitions is summarized in the table below.
Phase transition Topology: S 1 × T 3 Topology:
higher order higher order C − C b ? higher order
Summary and conclusions
In principle the CDT results may depend on the choice of (fixed) spatial topology. Most of the previous studies of CDT were done for the spatial topology of the 3-sphere and the time periodic boundary conditions. We have briefly presented the recent results of CDT with the spatial topology of the 3-torus. We have shown that the phase structure and the order of the measured phase transitions have not changed due to the topology change. The studies provide evidence that the CDT results are universal independent of the real topology of the Universe.
